Thread List

Design Name: Dreamscape Glow - Dream Ship (UT16255)

Size: 6.42"w x 5.87"h (163 x 149mm)

Stitches: 22180

Thread numbers refer to Madeira 40 wt. rayon, and Coats & Clark 40 wt. glow-in-the-dark thread where noted.

Thread Order:

1 Shamrock #1249  moon fills
2 Spearmint #1302  moon fills
3 Shamrock #1249  ship fills, cloud fills
4 Spearmint #1302  ship fills, cloud fills
5 Coats Glow in the Dark White #1  moon fills, ship fills, cloud fills, scribbles

Threads Used:

Shamrock #1249
Spearmint #1302
Coats Glow in the Dark White #1